Theorem. If the given network G is divided into a subnetwork-set G min by using our MEB-based partitioning method, each subnetwork of G min is the smallest in terms of the correctness of our steady-state detection algorithm.
− k and G − min , respectively. Here, G − k is smaller than G k , but the correctness of our steady-state detection algorithm is, however, no longer guaranteed in G − min . This is because the Boolean update rules of nodes related to v p are altered such that local steady states of G − k cannot include the correct ones to construct the steady states of overall network. This contradicts the assumption that the subnetwork G k ∈ G min can be divided into smaller subnetworks. Thus, the set G min guarantees each subnetwork to be the smallest both in the size and the maximum indegree while ensuring the correctness of our steady-state identification algorithm.
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